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Abstract  

This work presents a Michelson shearography interferometer configuration associated with stroboscopic 
double illumination technique for the measurement of modal rotation fields and their strain fields on a 
clamped circular aluminium plate. The speckle pattern is frozen by the synchronization between the 
LASER illumination and the modal vibration of the object. The quantitative evaluation is performed for 
each digital shearogram using a time modulation technique. The setup of double illumination LASER 
with out-of-plane opposite sensitivity allows the two phase maps measurement of the modal spatial 
gradient. The modal rotation and strain fields are extracted by the combination of this two digital phase 
maps. Image processing techniques are applied on the phase maps to obtain full-field measurements 
using a dedicated post-processing algorithm. Finally, is presented a comparison between the 
experimental measurement and the numerical solution. 

Introduction  

The strain field measurement in structures is a classical problem of the experimental mechanics. The 
strain fields allow the direct stress evaluation in structures. Hence, the stresses concentration can be 
direct detected and the mechanical components failure can be prevented. This allows the development of 
new powerful tools dedicated to the structural health monitoring.  
The Michelson shearography interferometer is a full-field technique for measurement of slope or spatial 
displacement gradient [1-4]. The stroboscopic illumination is introduced by an acousto-optic modulator 
for the modal slope measurement on a clamped circular plate. The proposed method combines the 
information from two slopes with opposite sensitivity vectors, ∆ +θ  and ∆ −θ , to obtain in-plane modal 
strain fields ∆ I [4]. The sensitivity vector is adjusted during the measurement using two different 
illumination angles, see Fig. 1.  
The phase maps of modal strain are obtained by the two slopes subtraction, according to the equation 
[4]: 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental set-up. 

Conclusions  

The proposed methodology showed to be effective in modal slope and strain fields measurements. The 
numerical combination of the slope phase maps leads to the propagation of speckle noise and the 
destruction of the phase map information. Although, this noise can be eliminated using robust image 
processing techniques. Finally, was achieved a good agreement between the experimental and numerical 
results. 
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